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V. H. Weber, S. L. McCarthy and M. Mikkor
Scientific Research Staff, Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan 1|8121

SUMMARY

This report covers research on the feasibility of developing an
integrated optics heterodyne receiver based on the epitaxial growth of
Pb-caH films on BaF2 substrates.

A number of experimental and theoretical

results pertinent to propagation losses in PbTe films are discussed.
Optical absorption measurements at ^OOK and 77K in the 2.5-12 pm range are
given for PbTe films.

Effects due to carrier .concentration, growth condi-

tions, and possible impurities are discussed.

Films grown on fck|>

substrates

have substantially lower below-bandgap absorption coefficients than those
grown on rOksli halides.
to

(p > 10

In higher carrier concentration material

7

cm ^ the absorption la free carrier limited, while in low carrier

concentration material the absorption appears to be impurity limited.

The

impurity limited absorption, which shows wide variations between samples,
correlates with the observation of C£,in the ion back-scattering spectra.
T^e lowest observed 10 jim loss io 16 cm"1.
A threshold analysis is done on PbTe lasers made with annealed
samples.

The analysis yields values of 10-20 cm"1 for the optical gain at

threshold, about a factor of 10 below the values obtained in similar lasers
in unannealed films.

A calculation of the losses due to the Pb metal

boundary indicates the TE0 mode in a typical film shows roughly 1 cm"1
attenuation coefficient, while the TMo mode shows a loss U0 times larger.
This drastic difference is probably the reason these lasers show such a
strong preference for TE polarization
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- 2 INTRODUCTION

Epitaxial PbTe films on BaFjj liave yielded a variety of high
quality active devices such as lasers, detectors, and field-effect
transit-tors suitable for applications in integrated optical circuits.
The use of these films as passive optical waveguides, however, depends
upon acldeving low loss propagation with an absorption coefficient
a < 1 cm

.

In this report we discuss a number of experimental and

theoretical results pertinent to propagation losses in FoTe films.
Previous reports discussed the fab-«"'nation and characterization of FbTe
lasers and grating couplers.

This report covers only the work done in

the last quarter, with a discussion in the last Section regarding the
general feasibility of viable integrated optics systems using the Pb-salt
films.
Measurements of the below-bandgap absorption in PbTe films and a
discussion of these results are presented in Sections II and III, respectively.

Extensive experiments of this type have been reported on bulk Pbr o

salt materials,?"

and two reports have been made on epitaxial Pb-salt

films using NaCjC substrates .''

I

r

The bulk-crystal measuremencs indicated

reasonable agreement at room temperature with the classical Drude expression

for calculating the free-carriev absorption.

have also used the formula for estimating the absorption at liquid He
temperatures in Pb-salt lasers.

The classical expression predicts that

absorption coefficients less than 1 cm

i

A number of authors12"1^

carrier concentrations in the middle 10

can be easily obcained with
cm

range.

However, no absorp-

tion coefficients this small have actually bean reported in any of the
Pb-salts.

■ !■ !!■

Mr-'—^—•

In addition, several optical absorption and magnetoreflection''
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experiinents indicate values of a at low temperatures from 2 to 100 times
larger than predicted ilth the classical fom.nla.
As pointed out by Dumke,

a condition for the validihy of the

classical expression in a degenerate semiconductor is ituu < E , where fcg
is the photon energy and E

the Fermi energy.

For most Ph-salts this

condition is never satisfied at low tcrmperatures in the infrared.

A

complete analysis of the losses in these materials requires a quantum
mechanical calculation of free carrier absorpt.Von in the presence of
acoustic phonon^ optical phonon, and ionized inpurity scattering, with
i

the relative amounts of each mechanism present changing with temperature
and carrier concentration.

In general we would expect the absorption to

be larger than the classical value and to have a wavelength dependence
^ depending on the dominant scattering mechanism.1''"1^

v ~ \ '

Our experiments indicate that substantially lower losses result
from fiJjus on BaF2 as opposed to alkali halide substrates.

The losses,

however, are still too large for most waveguiding applications. Previous
.20
waveguide experiments with PbTe on M^ indicated a lower limit on Q- of
_■]

« 12 cm

at X = 10 pm.

The present measurements confirm this result,

the lowest observed 10 pjn loss value being 16 cm" .

This value appears

to be limited at present by impurities introduced in the film growth process.
Estimates of the propagation xosses in PbTe films obtained by
calculating the approximate threshold gain in unannealed lasers, indicated
anomalously large values ~ 10

cm-1 for the absorption coefficient.^

An

;:

improved threshold analysis, which includes the effects of nonuniform
'current distribution inherent in the thin films, is presented in Section IV.
Applying this analysis to our- annealed laser filjns and using a value of %
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- k for the internal quantum efficiency yields values for a in the range
10-SO cm

.

These values are comparable to those observed in a number

'
12-15
of bulk Pb-salt diode lasers.
In the annealed laser samples the injected minority carriers
are expected to be nearly uniformly ^o stributed under the Pb contact.
'.Che loss fron the metal boundary must then be considered in the analysis.

I

In Section V ve give a calculation of the losses in a metal covered dielectric waveguide.

The TK modes show substantially higher losses than

TE modes, which may explain the consistent TE polarization shown by these
lasers.
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Tae optical absorption vras obtained iVom on analysis of
tnondlSion data taken with a Perkin-Eljner Model 180 gratinG in^-ared
spectrometer.

Measurements v;ere rrade from 2.5

the abRoiption care.

m

to 12 ^m, well below

At ^nger wavelengths the BaF2 substrate intro-

duces . significant absorption.

Two matched sample holders were placed

in the speolaeo and reference chmbers.

Two dewars with KC* idndoifl! were

used for measurements at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
.trates were employed to check transmission accuracy.

Blank Btf

sub-

The resolution of

the spectrometer during the run was several wavenumbers, adequate for the
multiple interference structure that was observed.

The reproducibility

of ehe transmission on several BaF^ substrates was better than #.
ability of the spectra on the same sample was better than 0.^.

Pep^at-

The PbTe

samples were grovrn on air-cleaved BaP2 substrates using the techrdques
developed by HoUowy.3

-igure 1 .hows a typical transmission curve.

A

BaF2 spectrum is included.
The absorption and index of refraction of the filjns are determined by noting the positions and the absolute transmission values of the
interference peaks.

For low loss fiijns the index of refraction can be

obtained from the expression21

n

■A.
2 d

(1)

where x is the wavelength at peak maxima, d is the thickness of the PbTe
film obtained interferometrically and m is the fringe index number.

The

niatior source of error in detemining the index is the uncertainty (± 0.1 pm)
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Fig. 1.
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Transmission data for a 5.7 ^an thick PbTe film. A trace
froi. a blank BaFg substrate is included. The steps at
at 1000 cm-1 and 2000 cm"1 are due to grating changes.
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in the value of d.

Iha fi'inf.e itidex number can be deteiinined unequivocally

using an approvimate value of the index.
mearured to ± 5 em' •
tion is about ?'■;!.
vork is good

9.^1

The position of the peak can be

The resulting accuracy for the index of refrac-

The agreement with results on other PbTe epitaxial fjlm
and is shown in Fig. 2.

The calculated refractive index, fringe number and measured film
thickness along -irlth the peak transmission value are used to calculate the
absorption coefficient,.

Consiering a PbTe film with a complex index,

n ^ n -t ik, on a lossless Pal'

substrate the transmission is given by
2

•«P

t

12 S Si
iHr^r^e

(2)

519

where r,. and t. . are the complex reflection and transmission Fresnel
coefficient.0''"^ and
9 - —— (nf ak)
where k is the extinction coefficient.

,

(5)

The multiple interference effect

LJ

due to reflections between the EaFp substrate faces can be neglected for
the substrate thicknesses used here.

This assumption is verified by

the absence of any significant modulation in the film interference curve
(see Fig. l).

The absorption coefficient is given by

^(om"1) =^Lk

.

A.

GO

The value of k is obtained by an iterative procedure by maccldng a
calculated value of the oransmission with the observed one.

The iteration

continues until a convergence to within 0.1^ is reached.

^M^M^MlMtfWMkAtMMkB.
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INDEX OF REFRACTION

i:
fl

Fig. 2.

i

Index of redaction versus lA of a film saonple. Previous
work by Zemel et_al.21 (solid line) and Piccioli^ (dashed
Une) for PbTe epitaxial films on ma is included for
coropaiison.
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- 9 Generally, it is necessary to measure the intensities of the
transmitted and reflected light in order to obtain the index of refraction and the extinction coefficient k in lossy films.25 However, in the
2
2
regime k « (n-1)" one can obtain the extinctrion coefficisnt from
measurements of fie transmission maxima alone .^

At those points the

transmission is mcst sensitive to changes in the , extinction.

For the

samples studaec' here n ~ 5-6 and k < 0.;.
A correctior vas made for the slight convergence (~ 6°,) of the
focused beam in the Perkin-Eljner spectrometer,

it was found not to affect

the total uncertainty in the absorption calculation to a significant extent
and so was neglected.

A öevietion of 0.2 ^m in the thickness of the film

results in an uncertainty of about 5$ in the absolute magnitude of the
absorption coefficient.

The relative accuracy is better than that figure.

III.

RESULTS AlTD DISCUSSION

Optical absorption in semiconductors is a result of photon
excited interband and intraband transitions.

For photon energies less

than the band gap only intraband trarsitions are allowed in the presence
of a single band.

SlBM the photon momentum is negligibly small, ehe

electron involved in the absorption process must acquire momentum from

u

some scattering mechanism to reach an allowed final state.
The quantum theoiy expression for the free-carrier absorption
is given by

a -

16

~7r/Kk'<-)i'-''i(/k-v)
(5)
x 6
Vk

k

y

(8f)6

D
n

A
1

r
'■

-■■"-•-

*

■

-

-

■

■

■
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- 10 where n is the refractive index, e
W

kk'^

is

the

is the permittivity of free space,

s03-^6"1'11^ matrix element involving photon absorption,

/k is the Fermi function, v, Ek and v', E^ are the initial and final
velocities and enerpy states, respectively,
i the limit that km « K'then

4 - Vsr*«

(6)

and

wkk,U)-wkk/(o)
the dc scattering matrix element,

,

"ntroducing a scattering time involv-

ing ^kk'i0) through the Boltzraann transport equation and assuming urr » \
i I

yields the classical result;
5
a ^

acla&iiical

?

23" ,....
kfrrt
n |i

K^J
m

(7)

'

vrere || ■ e-r/ir • is the dc mobility, m* is' the conductivity effective mass,
rnd N is the free-carrier concentration.
For metals where the electron energies are several Qlectron
volts the infrared absorption is described very well by the Drud«. expression, Eq. (7).

However, for the Pb-salt materials the electron energies

are less than the infrnrad photon energy.
the characteristic energies for PbTe.
than the electron energies:

Table I gives a listing of

The photon energy is much larger

of order kT at room temperature and the

Fermi energy EL, a: low temperatures.
Quantvnr theory calculations with electron scattering off acoustic
pkonons,

longitudinal optical phonons, " and ionized impurities

free-carrier absorptions going as \

?

.

A.

and X*, respectively.
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TABLE I
CrIAW.TERISTIC Er^GIES IN PbTe {in cm"-11)

p or n (cm

10 17

)

T(0K)

300

kT

208

y

10

II

10

53

7

nondegenerate

nondegenerate

1000

1000

^u;(lO |p)

1^7

1000

18

300

77

^0

208

53

7

nondegenerate

169

217

1000

1000

1000

J

Q
0

D
ö

a
D
n*
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- 12 Scattering mechanisms in p-PbTe have been examined
Ridley.

-cently by Harris t nd

Their results indicate that at room temperature for low carrier

concentrations polar optical phonon arl acoustic phonon scattering are
about of equal importance.

At higher carrier concentrations (p > 101° cra"^)

acoustic phonon scattering donünates and ionized impurity scattering from
Pb vacancies becomes important.

The presence of an optical phonon inter-

action is also supported by the observation of an optical phonon branch
softening seen in neutron diffraction ar/iasurcments

and the occurrence

of paraelectric behavior in the static dielectric constant
temperature is lowered.

27

as the

At low temperatures ionized defect scattering

becomes dominant.
Previously reported optical absorption measurements.5,6
' below
2
band gap show a \ dependence suggesting acoustic and optical phonon

I

scattering confirming the transport measurements.
measurement-: by Strauss

The room temperature

on n-type bulk PbTe are in remarkable agreement

with the classical expression, Eq. (7), even though ehe photon energies
are large compared with the electron energy.

The temperature dependence

of the optical absorption reported in bulk specimens,
■

substantially from that predicted classically.

however, deviates

The lew temperature losses

in the Pb-salts are observed to be larger by a factor from 2 to 100

i -

(reference 5 and 7, respectively) than the classical expression predicts.
Figure 5 shows results of optical absorption measurements at
room temperature on p-type PbTe epitaxial films.

Two types pf behavior

were noted, characterized by samples 1U-3 and ^k~k. Absorption cui'ves
5
■for a bulk sample and an epitaxial film on NaCX are also included.
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Absorption spectra of two fife samples at room temperature.
Previous work on bulk^ and fiUns on NaC^ is included. The
spectrum of the film on *CJ was obtained from reported
raw data.
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samples

,M an. 1M, »ere prepared s^lta.eo^. The sec.nd n»ber

refers on^ to a location on t* -berate ..older d^rlne «1B «W^hBo* -H

« ^.IMted near^ identieal do transport properties.
Ssa.pie 1I.-3 shows an ahsorptlon at 1000 er»"1 (» - 10 ^) in

„asonahle aereeae„t with *. CO- The ener^ dependenee, however, is

prop.-rt1cs

in these ii.-s e.Mhit hul.-iiKe he^vior.^ Sa^le iM, shows

, ur^e .dditional ahsorption. The e^onential deote,ase in the ahsorption
.elow the edEe sugGests t,. presence of tailinE of the hand density of

I

stetes sinilar to that seen in doped G^..28 A -U pea. ahsorption
„ear ,500 ^ is ohserved in several "clean" samples, as in **, perhaps
associated with a localised level. The ener., dependence of the^alous
additonal ahsorption in iM. is similar to HM seen hy Piceioli '

U

M« ^» on XaCi even though the carrier concentration there was
,018

m* which sllould

have given an ohservahle free-oarrier eontrihution.

„e Ml Xttet of the suhstrate holder positional dependence on
the
ls

j

optical ahsorption is shown in «.- - A — «-» °< « ^^
also included.

M order of «gnitude variation in the ahso^n Is

seen for this gro^ of samples («-1 to 23-10), t*. free-carrier 1U.

i

t.tevior

i
i

in

in sa^le 8-6 to an exponential dependence with o^osite slope

22-7. The transport properties on all s^les are s«l*r and do not

correlate with absorption data.
ngure 5 gives results of f*k Rutherford, ion-backacattertag
spectra of the sables 3^ and 33-7.
presence

The only differences occur in the

of chlorine and perhaps sodl^ near the surface of the s^le 33-7
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I200
Fig. k.
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1600
1/ (cm"1)

2000

Absorption spectra of ten samples prepared simultaneouly
with numbers referring to sample position during filmlrovth.
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He ion scattering
E0 = 1500 V
SAMPLE 22-7
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Fig. 5.

r

Ion back-scatter spectra of two samples prepared simultaneouely.
Sample 22-7 exhibits strong additional optical absorption.
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exhJMtinn; stronp additional absorption effects.
"clean" (< Y/.. jmpurity).
in ndnutes.

Sample 22-6 appears

The letter t refcra to the ion sputtering time

The spectra from the surface layer indicates the presence

of oxygen and chlorine in 22-7«

As tha surface is sputtered off and

consecutive layers are e:>:posed the oxygen disappears and the concentration
of chlorine increases.
disappears.

Upon further sputtering the trace of chlorine

u

The peak at t > S min. corresponds to an order of magnitude

of a few atomic percent in a layer vithin a few hundred angstroms of the
surface.
Chlorine inpiirity has also been observed near the surface of
similar PbTe films by Auger spectroscopy/

but its correlation with the

anomalously large optical a. orption spectra is reported here for the
first time.

The source of tha impurity is not understood at present and

is under fur'sher investigation.

The strong positional dependence v the

substrate holder remains a mystery.
substrates.

A set of samples were grown on KCje

The optical absorption spectra showed the impurity limited

exponential behavior observed in sample 22-7 on BaF

and seen in films on

n

ftCJ by Piccioli.

The high vapor pressure of C£ fron the heated salt

substrates used in the film growth may account for the presence of the
impur-.ty.

Recently, Duhy et_ alu

31

have reported evidence for the presence

of deep impurity'levels in the gap in epitaxial FbS films grown on NaCjJ.
They attribute the impurity to SiS.

However, in light of the evidence

presented here the effect of chlorine from the salt substrates should be
considered.
The Dack of any temperature dependence in the optical absorption
of the PbTe fi3.ms appears to be associated with the impurity absorption
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in all samples.

Figure 6 shows the optical absorption in samples tH-J

and 1I1-I1 at JOOK and 77K.

The behavior predicted by the classical

expression, Eq. (7), is included for comparison. The absorption in
5
bulk samples generally decreases by a factor of N rather than ^ 10 as
predicted by Eq. (7).

However, there is no change in the absorption at

77K even for the "clean" sample.

This result eliminates an iterpre-

tation of the energy dependence of the room temperature absorption in
1^-5 as being caused by indirect transitions from a second valence
band. '

One sample was annealed at 550 C in vacuum in the presence oi

a tellurium pellet.

This procedure had the effect of increasing the
cm~^ to * 2 x 10

carrier concentration from 6 x 10

cm'^.

shows the optical absorption coefficient at ^-OOK and 77K.

Figure 7

The negative

slope of 0/ versus energy for the room temperature measurements suggests a
dominant free-carrier contribution.

The low temperature measurement

demonstrates a reduction of the absorption with a residual impurity
absorption remaining.

Thus, it is likely that if the impurity content

could be eliminated the temperature dep* ndence of the absorption woula be
similar to that of the bulk PbTe material.
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Absorption spectra of a sample annealed in a tellurium
atmosphere measured at JOOK and 7JK. The difference between
the spectra suggests that the temperature dependence arises
from the free-carrier contribution.
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IHtESHOU) QAIN IK ANNEALED SAMfLES

BW WMlysia of threshold conditions in a thin-liLn laser is
complicated by the nonumform injection.

The flow of min. -ity carriers

across the Junction in Fig. 8a will be a MXfcBV at y - 0, which is the
edCe of the Pb contact nearest to the ft electrode, and vail decrease as
y increases.

This result follows since the volte.pe drop along the fll«

will reduce the voltage across the junction for y > 0.

At very high

current level, and for filus with a high enough resistivity the injection
current will come almost entirely from the edge of the Pb contact.

In

this limit, which -..-as used to analyze the threshold data in unannealed
lasers, the spread of minority carriers will be determined by the minority
carrier diffusion length rather than the contact area.

On the other hand,.

at low currents and in low resistivity material the current injection will
tend to be nearly uniform over the contact area.
To quantitatively estimate the distribution of Injected current
we will use the model illustrated in Fig. 8b.

This model corresponds to

dividing up the region under the Pb contact into a large number of discrete
elements of width w.

Fach element has a resistor with R . pw/Ld and a

diode whose current is ^ - JswL[exp (eVn/kT) - 1].

T)-. number of discrete

elements should equal the width of fae Pb contact divided by w, but we
will choose the number to be infinite in order to sünplify the calculation.
The e.rbitrary width increment w must be chosen suitably snail so that there
is a negligible change in the current between successive diodes.

With this

choice the spatial distribution is independent of w.
There are two limltirg cases of interest:

The first occur i when

the injection current decreases very rapidly as y increases and is nearly
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Discrete-element model for calculating the injected current
distribution in a thin-film laser.
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zero at a value of y corresponding to the far edge of the Pb.

In this liadt

the model of Fig. ßb is valid and the width of the recombination volume is
the actual width of the current distribution or the minority carrier difi

fusion length, which ever la greater.

The second limiting case occurs when
•

the current has decreased only slightly at a value of y corresponding to
the far edge of the Fb.

In this case the model in Fig. 8b is not valid,

and the recombination volume is ■ofined by the width of the Pb contact.

Our

results indicate that unannealed lasers fal1 L into the former of these two
limiting cases, while the annealed ones into the latter.
To solve the model in Fig. 8b, we note that the impedance of the
network Z ■ v/l -".s unchanged wheu one additional diode-resistor pair is
added.

Using this result we obtain the following implicit relation for

Z as a function of V:
VB ■ Z\1 wL[exp {eV(Z-E)/ZkT} - 1]

.

(8)
I

This equation must be solved numerically to obtain Z(v).
shown that the current through the n*11 diode I

It can then be

:'s given by

• v»-1
ln • (IR/Z) (1-R/Z)

(?)

and the current flowug past a point y = Nw is

N

I{y-ar) ■ I - El- 1(1 -R/z) N

(10)

Calculated results for l(y) are shown in Fig. 9 for two current
levels and two values of the resistivity.

The viluo J

= 8.6 x 10~^ A/cm2,

which was estimated from measurements of the zero bias resistance, was used
in these calculations.

The other parameters are w ^ 1+ ^m, d = ^ (jjn,

L - hOO jjjn.
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Current distribution calculated tram Eqs. (8) -(10) using
the parameters described in text.
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-25 The annealed PbTe hap a typical 10K resistivity of 10J| n-cm,
and the laser tl-iresholds for devices made from this material are a few
tens of railliamperes.

The current distribution at ohreshold corresponds

to the lower solid line in Fig. 9-

The recombination volume is, thus,

defined fcgr the width of the Pb strip.

For the unannealed FbTe, with higher

resistivity and higher threshold currents, the current distribution at
threshold corresponds to the st-eper dashed curve in Fig. 2.

The minority

carrier diffusion length is a better estimate of tne width of the recombination volume for those samples.
We have analyzed the threshold data for five annealed samples
using Eq. (25) in Kef. k.

The only parameter that has been changed, besides

the recombination volume, Js the internal quantum efficiency % which we
have taken to be %.

This is one of the largest reliable values reported

for bulk Pb-salt diode lasers.13

The result of this analysis is that the

optical gain at threshold is in the range 10-20 cm-1, i.e. a factor of
ten lower than it is in the unannealed samples.

D

This magnitude of gain is

'similar to the values obtained in a variety of bulk Pb-calt diode lasers.
In addition, it is roughly equal to the estimated cavity losses, with no
allowance for any appreciable surface scattering.

We can therefore conclude

that surface scattering is not an important loss mechanism and is prohably
not the dominant factor in establishing the preference for TE polarization.
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V.
j

LOSSES_ HiOM A METAL BOUNDARY

We diGcuss in this section the attenuation in a motal-clad waveguide resulting from the finite conductivity of the metal.

)

will be treated from a perturbation theory point of vi«V.

The problem
In the

unperturbed problem the metal is assumed to have a pure negative real
dielectric constant, and the perturbation corresponds to the addition of a
wmll imagimry component Se.

it is important to realize that the metal

boundary losses cannot be accurate]^ treated as a perturbation on the pure
dielectric waveguide.
.

A method using the bouncing-wave, ray-optics picture

of the guided modes of a pure dielectric waveguide and incorporating a '
reduced reflection coefficient r on each bounce to account for the loss
from a metal boundary does not account for the large changes in the phase
shifts produced by the metal and will not give correct results.
Maxwell's equations can be used to show that the modes of a
dielectric slab waveguide follow from the solutions of the following scalar
eignevalue equations:

{^«(«)ko2}y«)..e2yE)
i

e(z)

,

öz"7(iT A""" '^'^o2}1^2) ^2Hy(Z)

TEmode5)

(11)

,TMmodes,

(12)

I.
where we have assumed no variatious in the y direction, x is the direction
of propragation, z is the direction normal to the guide surfaces, k

- ,/fl

is the IVee-space propagation vector at frequency «, ,(,) I« the relative

i.

dielectric constant, Ey is the electric field strength for TE modes, H
is the magnetic field component for TM modes, and all solutions are assumed

- ^ ■ ■■ ■-■.. ^^-^■^-■■J^^a*^- ■^-^-:.. ^ ^.Ut.^^.^ ...

.■ ^ -.:■

.

I'M

'

- -

^m^BW>

7 to have the dependence exp {i(ßx - ut) j.

The dielectric constant has the

form

z > d

1558

0 s r- s d

l(«)

,

(15)

I

z < 0 , ,

.1

where the values of ^ correspond to Pb, PbTe, and Bo.F , respectively.
The conditionc- at a boundary for Eq. (ll) are that E 'and öE /ji are
continuous, while thoüe for Eq. (12) arc that }]

and e~1 H /öz are continuous.

Ye are interested in calculating the change in a bound mode eigen.Ü
value ß resulting from a perturbation 6e(z) which is pure imaginary for
z > d and zero otherwise.

,1
I

For simplicity we consider only first order

perturbations end supprers the mode index on the eigenvalues and eigenfunctlo&i.

0

In this case the attnmation coefficient is proportional to

.2
the change in ß .

Using first order perturbation theory we find the

Ö

following results:
p00

p

or,TE

f
\

B
_

^o J
or.TM

2

d'O
dz I E

00

rj

dz

d

op

l^ I »«/«1

+

'

j

dz

d

|öH /az |26e/ei:
(15)

»oL4,l,Vl2/«i
Calculated results are shown in Fig. 10 for the low order moles
The Pb optical constant is obtained from recent measurements at liquid
He temperatures on evaporated Pb films.55
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Attenuation Coefficient (or"1}
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Loss coefficient in a Pb covered FbTe v.-aveguide for the
low order modes. These curves are calculated from
Eqs. (1U) and (15) using 6e = 2481.
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Pb film is justified for filaa thloker than a few hundred L

i

The TM

mode is a surfkee plasaon mode wlüch ia characterized by having a constant
attenuation coeffloient in the limit of very thin and very thick
the absence of a cutoff a5 d - 0.3''

For a I

factor is 1 cm"1, rtüle the TI^ value js ho

m

Guide.

and

guide the TEo attenuate.

1

This substantially

CB" .

high« lofin for the TM aodee is probably the reason these laser show such
a strong preference for TE polarization.

Sur^ce scattering losses are

also higher for TM modes, but the difference is not nparly so great.
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I

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the optical losses in PbTe films grown on BaF

1

I

are

significantly belov; those in the films grown on alkali halides, they are
still roughly a factor of ten too lerge for rat waveguid:i.ng applications.
At present the absorption loss in the fihna grovn here are impurity
limited, and if tho source of the impurity can be verified and removed
the optical absorption should be substantially reduced.

It is not clear,

however, that an absorption as low as 1 cm"1 can be. achieved in the films,
since losses of this magnitude have yet to be demonstrated in bulk material,
An attractive alternative approach would be to use some other materials to
provide the passive waveguides.

A hybrid system employing, for example,

Ge or Te waveguides coupling the active Pb-salt devices appears feasible
and maintains all the advantages of a thin-film technology with planar
processing techniques.

Such a system will have advantages in terms of

cost, ease of fabrication, and reliability over competing systems using
separate bulk crystal lasers and detectors.

Films of Ge and Te suitable

. for wavcguiding have been demonstrated,5^

but it ij not known if these

;.

are compatible with the Pb-sslt on BaF? system.

-

One goal of this research project has been to determine the
feasibility of an integrated optics (10) heterodyne receiver based on
the Pb-salt-on-BaF2 technology.

It appears that such a receiver could

be made for operation at 6.^ ^ using PbTe for the active devices and
another material such as Ge or Te for the passive waveguides.

Before

definite conclusions regarding the feasibility of a 10 pm 10 receiver can
-•

be made, however, additional development of thin film active devices
using the alloy materials Fb

UMiTiil-i'diBil I i i

■

-■

■

: ^-_^

-

1 -x

Sn Te or Pb,
X

| —X

tlj

~-

-"'

'

■"-

Sn Se is needed.
X

i ! m —a^ftnul

■-■•»^ai

^M.

-31A useful 1' terodyno recniver must be able to operate in the
quantum noise limit in which the LO shot noise UoniinateG all other noise
|

sources.

Meeting th.s requirement depends upon all of the system

parameters, e.g., detecüor characteristiCi:,. LO power, and bandwidth
limitations.

In general there will be a trade-off between detector

perfürmanco and LO power--if the detector is improved, less power is

u

needed in the local oscillator.
For the purpose of evaluating feasibility.the quantum noise
limit requirement can be cast in terms of the required LO power for a
To determine the fletectox1

system using a Pb-salt photovoltaic mixer diode.

characteristics we will use results obtained in large area thin-film
Pb

1--xSnxTe

devices

>

37

scaled down to a 10 urn x 10 jim x 1 pm size.

The

vo

LO power required is given by^
p

ä

2k(T

i T' )hv

Lo —^r-^

Vi*(///Cn

,

(16)

i-1

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T., is the mixer temperature, T_ is the
M

IF

effj-tive noise temperature of the IF amplifier, hv is the photon energy,
e is the electronic charge, T) the detector quantum efficiency, G„ is the
diode shunt capacitance, / is the IF frequency or bandwidth, / ^ Q?/
27fC R~ is the diode cutoff frequency, C^ is the capacitance, and R
series resistance.

Using 0^ = 5 X 10~' rf > R

the

= 10 n, (1= 1 pF,

1) - .2, / - 10 GHz, and TM ♦ T^ • 500K, condition (l6) becomes
P

L0

ä 5 X

10 5 W

"

*

ll

It is expected that prwers of this magnitude can be achieved
in the 10 pjn thin-film materials, since external powers of 10

n niMUMifli in 'fiii -—~--- |ir
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-32 thin-fiOjn PbTe lasers and lO^ W in bulk
Pb
BB V. 1..
i.
XK
^D1_xbV la?ers have already
been obtained. « 1. llnportant to rcttll2e ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^
par»eter..-elTCE (^J ;» ,,
***** ^ ,0
a factor of 100.

G„2

Therefore)

to , 0* „om.

^^ ^ ^ ^^

L

rean=o

the LO po.,er no^re^ent

by

The concln^on is that a 10 ^ 10 heterodyne receiver „.,!„„ -he
Pb-sait^n-^^ teChnoloCT ls . veiy ^..^ ^^ ^ ^^^

:

potential advantaees over
bu^-stal devices.

I

systOTS

„bicb attest to Poupia various discrete

To .eali.e these adva„t=ees, howver, addit^onai

research a,ust be done on the dcvelopmont of a lov.ioss cor.paoibie „avegnide „atcrlal and on the toprovcnent of the active thin-fii* devices
■nade with the 10 „n, Pb-salt ailoys.
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I;ERTURBA'riOr: THBORY APPLIED TO GAIN OR LOSS IN AK OPTICAL WAVEGUIDK

u
ü
ü

W. H. Weber, S. L. McCarthy
Scientific Research Staff, Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan U81^1
and
G. W. Ford
Physics Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 1+810^

We discuss in this letter the use of perturbation theory for
calculating the gain or loss in an optical waveguidfe resulting frcra a

li

SEis.ll imaginary component 5e introduced in+o the dielectric constant in

I

or around the guide.

Ii? particular vre point out the difference in the

treatment of TE and TM modes which results from the requirement of selfadjcintness of the differential operators to which the perturbation theory
is applied.
Maxwell's equations can be used to show that the modes of a
dielectric slab waveguide follow from the- solutions of the following
scalar eigenvalue equations:

{^r + e(Z)ko2|E (z) -^ 32E (Z)

II

dz

{e(z) Ä-7(¥TÄ:+

"

o

,

TE modes,

(1)

'

p(z)k 2 H (z) = ß2H (z)

o} y

y

' ™mode^ (2)

where we have assumed no variations in the y direction, x is the direction

]
ü
D

of propagation, zis the direction.norma] to the guide surfaces, k

i:

interface for Eq. (1) are that E and ÖE /öz are continuous, while those
y
y

= u/c

is the free-space propagation vector at frequency ^ e(z) is.the relative
dielectric constant, E
H

is the electric field component for TE modes,

is the magnetic field component for TM modes, and all solutions are

assumed to have the dependence exp {i(ßx-cwt)3.
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for Eq. (2) are that H

■-1

and e' ö.I /«Ja are continuous.

The waveguide is

composed of a layer whose dieler'-ric conrtant is higher than either of
the two media around it.

For thir case? these equations have a finite

number of discrete eigenvalues corresponding to solutions which vanish at
z = i

OL^

i.e., bound mc.'les, and a continuum of eigenvalues correspond a ng

to radiating modes.
A change 6c('/.) of the dielectric constant results in a shift
:
of the discrete eigenvalues:
..

ß

302 * 6(ß2)

(5)

For a particular bound mode, in which the unperturbed propagation constant
ß

is real, the gain or loss coefficient a produced by 6e is

a . 2 in {ß} te ßo-1 im^Cß2)}
to first order.

oo

,

For simplicity, we consider only -fj.rst order perturbations

and suppress the mode index on the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
It has been pointed out that Eq. (l) is identical in form to the
one-dimensional Schrödinger equation in which E (z) corresponds to the
wave function, ß

to the energy eigenvalue, and e(z)k

energy function 2,5

to the potential

This correspondence allows one to use the well known

result from bound state perturbation theory that the first oi'der change in
the eigenvalue 6(ß") caused by a small change 6e(z) in the dielectric constant is given by the expectation value of the perturbation in the

j
.5,1+
unperturbed state:'

6(ß2)TE-=k02<Ey,6eEy>TE/<Ey,Ey>TO

,

(5)

j
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U
*-3where the inner product is defined as

(6)
Note that the validity of this resu.lt depends upon the fact that the
differentia operator in Eq. (l) is self-adjoint using the inner product
defined in Eq. (6).4

[J •

For the slab dielectric waveguide e(z) is piecewise constant

o •

and H (B) for the IM modes also satisfies Eq. (l), except for the
different conditions at the interfaces.

Because of this simplification

one is tempted to expect a resu.lt similar to Eqs. (5) and (6) for the
change in the TM mode eigenvalues.

This is not the case, howevor, for

the following two reasons:
First, the operator for the IM modes is not self-a,djoint as it

; H-

appears in Eq. (2).

It can be made self-adjoint by introducing a change

of variable as done by McKenna

1

or, which is equivalent, by simply intro-

duoirr, a new inner product:

[]

OJ

(f,«)^ - J_(uäze(2)--11f*(2)g(z)

(7)

Second, even though e(z) is piecewise constant, the derivative
tern gives a nonzero contribution to ^(ß2)^

That is, the operator on

the left hand side of Eq. (2) will, to first order in 6e, contain the
perturbing terms:

-

6e

öFTör-eö-z--2öF"
e

6ek

o '=

r— + 6e k

-."öz C J öz

(8)
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/#-*Bound state perturbation theory now tells us that the first
order change in ß

for the TM modes is given by the expectation value

of the perturbation (8) in the unperturbed state, using the scalar
product (7):

.,.2,

6(P )m

.VOWVIM^VOTT-)^«
nrt*^

.,

-,

(9)

•

.i

This result is similar to Eq. (5; accept for an extra term and a different definition for the inner product.

For the dielectric slab

i

waveguide uhe berm involving the derivative of öe/e vanishes except at
an interface where it has a delta-function character giving a finite
An alternative expression for 6(3 ),m, which does not

contribution.

involve such delta-function contributions, can be obtained from Eq. (9)
by using Eq. (2) and integrating by parts.

i

6(B )m

-The result is

—;
1
1
2
J dz|H | /e(z)

(10)

This expression is, of course, equivalent to that given in Eq. (9).

We

write it in \hls form to point out that it is identical to the expression
given recently by Reisinger
loss considerations.

for TM modes, which was derived by energy

The advantage of using perturbation theory to

calculate a, rather than working with the energy loss in Maxwell's
equations, is that it is somewhat simpler and has a well developed
formalism for calculating higher order correctiond and estimating errors.
.;
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For mode, far away from cutoff ^ \ Hy |? » | ^/hz ^

and

the .econd term in the numerator of Bq. (10) can be neglected compared
with the first.

Near cutoff, however, the two terms wiD tend to be of

comparable magnitude.

In general the influence of the second term will

bo increased when the dielectric discontinuities between the guide and
the surroundinf- media are increased.
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Waveguide and luminescent properties of thin-film
Pb-salt injection lasers*
W. H. Weber and K. F. Yeung
Scientific Research Staff, Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan 48121
(Received 30 May 1973; in final form 6 July 1973)
We describe the waveguide properties of the asymmetric dielectric slab formed by a very-high-index
film on a low-index substrate. The analysis is appropriate for Pb-salt film» grown on fluorite
structure substrates. The mode reflectivities, surface scattering losses, and gain enhancements for the
low-order TE and TM modes are considered. The stronger confinement of the TM modes leads to
larger gain enhancements than for the TE modes. For the film thicuusses of interest, 2-4 fun, the
TE and TM mode reflectivities are comparable. Using the theory of Tien, the TE modes show
substantially lower suriace scattering losses than TM modes of the sair! order. The magnitude of
this loss, however, depends on an unknown parameter <T, the variance f the surface height.
Experimental results are presented for thin-film diode lasers made with Pb Schottky barriers on
/»-type PbTe (index 6.4) grown epitaxially on BaF2 substrates (index I.»2). The spontaneous emission
at 77 "K is shown to agree with the band-band recombination model, assuming * conservation.
Laser emission at 6.5 Mm, both pulsed and cw, is observed at 10-15 0K. Well above threshold the
spectra generally show two dominant modes spaced by ~ 1.4 meV. This splitting is attributed to a
strain-induced shift of the energy bands. Using the deformation potentials for PbTe the observed
splitting leads to an estimate - 2 X 10"4 of the strain component in the [111] direction normal to
the film surface. All observed laser lines are TE polarized. An analysis is nude of the gain and loss
parameters at threshold. The optical gain is estimated from the measured current and quantum
efficiency, while the free carrier and reflection losses are calculated from the device parameters. The
remaining losses can then be estimated from the threshold condition. If these losses are attributed to
surface scattering, the analysis can be used to give an upper limit on a of 0.03-0.06 fim. In every
case the surface scattering loss is dominant in establishing the laser threshold, which is consistent
with the strong preference shown for TE modes.

*

I. INTRODUCTION
Laser action In the Pb-salts was first observed in
1964 by Butler el al.,1 who reported diode lasers in
PbTe. Subsequently, laser diodes have been made in
PbSe * and PbS,3 as well as in most of ttw pseudobinary
alloys such as Pb^.Sn^Te and Pb^n^Se.4 These lasers
have been made from bulk crystalline samples grown
by vapor transport or Bridgman techniques, and a review of this work is given in a recent paper by Harman.5
The bulk devices consist of a rectangular crystal with
cleaved (100) end faces forming a Fabr.'-Perot cavity.
Due to the weak confinement of the läse f beam in the
direction normal to the junction plane (typically 40—50
Mm at liquid-helium tem^ratures), theb<; devices approximate a volume laser with nearly plai^-wave propagation assumed between the end reflectors. Previous
analyses of the ^ain and loss characteristics of these
lasers have generally used the volume laser
approximation. s~7
Recent studies of the epitaxial growth of IV-VI compounds on fluorite structure substrates have shown that
films of excellent crystalline quality can be achieved.8
These films have yielded high-quality infrared detectors9 and field-effect transistors as well as lasers.10
The primary purpose of this paper is to discuss the
light emiss' in and laser characteristics of the thinfilm lasers. Since typical film thicknesses are several
micron»—1. e., on the order of the emission wavelength
—the waveguiding properties of the films must be considered in determining the mode preference and threshold conditions for the lasers. The Increased electrical
and optical confinement afforded by the thin films enhances the optical gain significantly over that obtained
in bulk devices. At the same time, however, the cavity
4991
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In Sec. II we present an analysis of the properties of
the asymmetric dielectric waveguide formed by a highindex semiconductor film on a low-index substrate. Surface scattering losses, reflection losses, and gain enhancement for the low-order TE and TM modes ar»
considered. Calculations are presented for PbTe films
(index 6.4) on BaF2 substrates (index 1.42), but the results should apply to other systems with comparably
large index differences. The stronger optical confinement associated with the TM modes can lead to reflectivities and gain enhancements larger than these for the
corresponding TE modes. On the other hand, the TE
modes always show lower surface scattering losses
than TM modes of the same order. To treat these surface losses, we will use the simple theory of Tien based
on the Rayleigh criterion.,1,u Ihis theory involves a
single unknown parameter a, the variance of the surface
height, which we assume to be the same for both surfaces. For the mode reactivity calculations we will
use an extension of t\e method employed by Reinhart
et al. to treat a si.nilar problem in double-heterostructure lasers.u For thick films we 'ind results very similar to theirs, with the TE modes showing higher reflectivities than the TM modes. For thinner films, however, there is no clear preference.
We present the experimental results in Sec. HI.
These include a brief description of thr sample preparation, an analysis of the spontaneous emission spectrum at 77% and measurements of the spectra and
polarization of the laser emission at liquid-helium temperatures. An important step in the sample preparation,
which was not used in previous devices,v' is the use of
4891
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losses are increased by the introduction of surface
scattering.
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wise constant in all directions, Hy for TM modes also
satisfies Eq. (1).
The solutions result from matching the boundary conditions at the dielectric interfaces and solving the resulting eigenvalue equation. Following Tien, u the transverse field components for TE and TM modes can be
written in .he form
FIG. 1. Geometry for PbTe waveguide on BaF; substrate.

/cos^gz«) expl- ^,{« - «u)], « >«u
Aexp[i(0*-wfmcosffcj*),

a photoresist etching technique to define the ends of the
optical cavity. This produces much better edges than
those obtainable on the as-grown films using closespaced evaporation masks. Minority-carrier injection
Is achieved with Pb Schottky barriers on/»-type PbTe
films. The spontaneous emission spectrum is fit quite
well with the band-to-band recombination model assuming vertical transitions. Under high-current conditions
at liquid-helium temperatures, some devices show two
distinct laser emission lines with a separation much
larger than the cavity mode spacing. This splitting is
explained in terms of a strain-induced shift of the energy bands. Using a deformation potential calculation
leads to the estimate -2x 10'4 for the strain component
normal to the film surface.
In Sec. IV we give an analysis of the gain and loss
parameters at the lasing threshold. The optical gain at
threshold is estimated from the diode current using the
band-to-band recombination model. The free-carrier
absorption is calculated from the measured material
parameters, and the reflection losses are dete mined
from the results of Sec. II. By using these re.ults, the
surface scattering loss can be estimated If II il assumed
that there are no other loss mechanisms. Thi., analysis
gives an upper limit for a in the range 0.03 -0.06 fim.
In all cases, the estimated gain at threshold is much
greater than the sum of the free-carrier and reflection losses. This indicates that the additional losses,
which we attribute to surface scattering, are dominant
in determining the laser threshold.

zu>z>-ZgS

(cos(*t«M)exp[*s(«+«„)], -ta>z

where zlt and -za are the values of z at the upper and
lover surfaces, respectively, fei>j = 0*-«it»*J)1/*. *2
= (njfe* - 0*)1'*, and we have introduced the free-space
wave vector k = u/c = 2ir/X. The allowed values of the
propagatioi constant ß are determined from the equation'
where d is the film thickness. For the TE modes, zlz
and 2 a are given by
ktzlt = ar ctan(V*!j).

(4)

\

+ wir

kfZa = arctan(Vfej)

.

while for the TM modes we have
feji u = arctan(n|*i/nf fe,),
Jtjtg, - arctan(«|*s/w|fei) + »wir,
where m =- 0,1, 2,..., is the mode index. The roots of
Eq. (3) are penr rally found by numerical techniques.
Note that defining the fields by expression (2) requires
the pesition 2 = 0 be different for each mode.
We show in Fig. 2 plots of the propagation cc istant
0 as a function of the guide thickness d for the first three
TE and TM modes. The frequency used in these calculations corresponds to a free-space wavelength of 6.5
Mm. Also shown as dashed curves are plots of the
equation
d=(m-H)ir/{nlki-ßi)l'\

(6)

which would describe the solutions for a waveguide with
perfectly conducting walls, i. e., no penetration of the

II. WAVEGUIDE PROPERTIES
A. Description of the modes

Since the general formalism for treating the waveguide modes of the asymmetric dielectric slab is well
known,1I'14 we will omit derivations and give only those
results essential for defining the notation and understand!. ^ the subsequent discussion. For the two-dimensional g ometry shown in Fig. 1, the guided modes follow from the solutions of the h nogeneous Maxwell
equations which vanish at z^ t». The solutions separate
into tnu sverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM) modes. The appropriate equation for the TE mode
is

—r—T—|—r—1

-T

T

1

1

1

-T—t

-l-T

I

where ß is the propagation constant in the x direction,
n, is the refractive index of the tth medium, £, is the
electric field strength (which has only a y component),
tt> is the angular frequency, and c is the velocity of
light. In our problem, with the refractive index step-
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FIG. 2. Film thickness vs 0c/ai for the low-order modes. The
dashed curves are solutions corresponding to no penetration of
the fields Into the surrounding media.
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FIG. 3. Power reflectivity vs film
thickness for the first two TM and TE
modes, calculated from the square of
Eq. (9).
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fields into the surrounding media. The purpose of these
plots is to indicate that for most values of $ the TM
modrs are very closely fit by Eq. (6) and are, thus,
mucii more strongly confined than the TE modes. This
feature leads to important differences in the mode reflectivity and gain enhancement as we will demonstrate
in the remainder ri this section.
B. Mode reflectivity
To determine the exact reflectivity of a waveguide
mode requires the solution of a difficult boundary value
problem, and i.o attempt at such a solution will be given
here. Instead, we will use a physical optics argument
to obtain an estimate of the reflectivity. This method is
the same as o le used previously to estimate the mode
reflectivities in double-heterostructure lasers.13 Our
results will differ from that work in two respects: We
will use the exact mode profiles in the calculations,
rather than a Hermite-Gaussian approximation, and wt
will introduce a truncated Fourier transform to take into account the eva'.'scent tails of the modes extending
into the surrounding media.

I

We assume the semiconductor film is terminated
with a surface in the z\ plane. The incident field illuminating the guide end is written as a Fourier decomposition S{*J in the z direction of the transverse field
component. For a TE mode, we define S(ÄJ by

)

S(^)-/.:^»exp(-j7.v)^.

I

■

■
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MODE REFLECTIVITY
VS
GUIDE ANGLE
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\
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n.l

\

n2'6.4
n3.|.42

\
.01

(7)

(8)

1

1

.

UJ

We can now find the reflected fields by multiplying each
of these components by the appropriate Fres.iel coeffi-

I

10

u
a:
a;

Each Fourier component corresponds to a plane or evanescent wave incident on the film-air boundary at tl a
guide end. The evanescent tails on £„(;:), however, will
not "see" the end of the guide as effectively as the rest
of the mode. To take this effect into account, we introduce a truncated trajisfor ■
12
S((*.): j_| £v^)exp{-**v)<-.'2.

cient F{^,). This method assigns zero reflectivity to the
evanescent tails and will probably underestimate the total reflected wave. We expect it to be a very good approximation for large rf, and for small rf it is a physically reasonable way of treating *he mode reflectivities
i.-^ar cutoff. Finally, the amplitude reflectivity r is
given by projecting out the original mode from the reflected waves

\

X.6.5Mm

\

«^m

\

001
|/ (RADIANS)

FIG. 4. Power reflectivity for zero-order modes vs the guide
an^le defined In the figure.
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The Fresnel coefficient for TE modes is given by
k

,

FTE( .)=( (i-Kl)/(Kz
2

+

Ki),

(10)

1/z

where «,= (nf^ - k\) . For the TM modes we replace
£„(2) by Hy{z) and use the Fresnel coefficient Fit,:
In Fig. 3 we show computer results for the mode reflectivities of the first two TE and TM modes, calculated by using Eqs. (7)—(11). The integrals in Eqs. (7) and
(8) can be evaluated explicitly, but the one in Eq. (9)
must be done numerically.

the simple theory based on the Rayleigh criterion for
reflection losses from slightly rough surfaces.11'15 Although this theory i£ fairly crude in that it ignores the
mode properties of the guide, it is based on sound physical arguments and is easy to apply. In addition, it is
the only theory that has been successfully applied to experiments on losses in an optical waveguide.12
To calculate the loss, we first decompose the transverse field component inside the guide into two plane

For thick films the simple formulas in Ref. 13 give
roughly the same results; e.g., the reflectivity values
of the zero-order modes at rf= 6 Mm are within 10% of
those in Fig. 3. However, for the data we will be presenting, typical values are rf=2—4Mm. and for this
range of thicknesses the results from the two models are
very different.
It is also of interest to consider the reflectivity of a
guide wit', a nonrectangular end. Films grown by evaporation through a mask will tend to have a tapered
edge due to the finite source size and the separation between substrate and mask. We assume this fuzzy edge
can be approximated by a plane surface whose normal is
in the n plane making a small angle v with the x axis.
It is then a simple matter to modify Eq. (9) for this
model. The re- ulting reflectivity as a function of t> is
shown in Fig. 1 for the zero-order modes of a A-ßm
film. For thinner films, the reflectivity falls off less
rapidly and for thicker films more rapidly than shown
in the figure. We have found that Ml edge defined by an
evaporation mask will tend to have a tapered region at
least 1 M wide, and it if clear from Fig. 4 that such an
edge will introduce severe reflection losses. To get
around this problem we have been using an etching technique to define the laser edges.
C. Surface scattering losses

We will treat the surface scattering losses by using

2.0
d (micron«)

FIG. 6. Gain enhancement factor defined in Eq. (17) vs the
film thickness for the first two TE and TM modes.
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surrounding passive media. This mode leakage effect
will tend to decrease the gain.

FIG. 7. Schematic drawinu
showing a completed sample.
Since each Pb strip can be
biased with either Pt contact,
lasing can be obtained in this
structure from four different
optical cavities.

6(3*)=(/.: i «51 *fcv«,irf2) (/-" i £*irfz)'1-

A exp[i(/3.v - wOl co8(fe8z) - U{exp[f(ßx + V " ^
H exp[t(ßx -kfZ- OJO]}The nower in each plane wave is reduced after a single
reflection by the factor exp[- (47fn8<7Cosea/x)2], where
a is the variance of the surface height, assumed to be
the same for both surfaces, e2 = arctan^A;,) is the angle
of incidence measured from the normal, and A is the
free-space wavelength. Using this method, one can show
that the power attenuation coefficient a, for both TE and
TM modes can he written in '.he i ■ m
_ /47W£ N'cos'eg 1
"•"\ > / sin02 rf.ff"

(15)

Since the minority-carrier diffusion length is typlcully
an order of magnitude larger than the film thicknf dS, we
can assume that ßc is uniform across the guide. With
this simplification we can write the gain enhancement
iactor G, defined to be the gain coefficient for the mode
a divided by that for a plane wave, in the following
form:

waves:
,

To calculate the gain coefficient, we observe that
Eq. (1) is identir J.1 in form to the one-dimensional
Schroedinger equation for a particle in a square well.16
This means we can use first-order perturbation theory
to calculate the change in the eigenvalue 0* caused by a
small change in the index. The result for TE modes is

G= (»/(»♦=

(^/«(//«I^U^J.:!^!*)'1- (16)

A slightly more complicated expression appUes for TM
modes. The first factor in Eq. (16) |fl always less than
unity.
Evaluating the integrals in Eq. (16) leads to the following expressions for G:

(12)

where im is given by
1
d.'•ff.TE rf + ^ + ^ä .

>rf +

'l"2

M|'i3

ll + rf

k%

^k\ + n\k\

(13)

The quantity d,it describes the effective spatial extent
of a mode in the z direction. The expressions (13) are
derived by considering the power flow. For a mode far
away from cutoff, rf,ff will nearly equal (/. As a mode
approaches cutoff, however, rf„f rapidly diverges.
We show in Fig. 5 the surface scattering loss coefficients as a function of film thickness calculated from
Eqs. (12) and (13). Ignoring the sharp drops in the looses at cutoff, the TE0 mode shows the lowest loss for all
d values of interest.
O. Gain enhancement

Optical gain in a semiconductor is obtained by population inversion induced through minority-carrier injection. This population inversion contributes a small
negative imaginary component 6c to the dielectric constant. The gain coefficient for plane waves a, resulting
from 6€ is given by
(14)
a»=(fe/«2)6«.
In a waveguide, the gain coefficient for a mode will
differ from the plane-wave result for two reasons: (i)
The guided mode can be viewed as taking a zigzag path
down the film. This will increase the effective path
length and thus will increase the gain coefficient, (ii)
The guided mode has evanescent tails extending into the

(b)
1 (im
FIG. 8. Scanning e. ^tron microscope photographs of two laser
end reflectors. The samples have been potted in epoxy and
lapped edgewise. In (a) the edge Is defined by the photoresist
technique. The light streak at the left-hand side is the Pb
film. In (b) the edge is defined by a ciose-spaced evaporation
mask.
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to exit. A schematic drawing of a completed sample is
shown in Fig. 7.

SPECTROMETER
RESOLUTION
PbTt
T.77«K

? 4

5-

5.2

48

X ( micron« )

FIG. 9. Spontaneous emfsslon spectrum at 77'K. The dashed
line is calculated from Eq. (21) with the peak rounded to indl
cate some rf idual attenuation. Device parameters:/> = 1. 5
*10,7cm-3, ä = 4.6ßm, L = 4()0ßm.

These expressions are plotted in Fig. 6 for the first
two modes. Note that the TM modes show substantially
more gain enhancement than the TE modes. This results
from the stronger optical confinement associated with
the TM modes.
III. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Sample preparation

PbTe films are grown epitaxially on cleaved (HI)
BaF2 substrates. The details of this growth technique
and the characterization of the films have been described previously.8 Hall effect measurements are used
to determine the carrier concentrations and mobilities.
The as-grown films are p-type with /) = 6 x lO16—4 x lo17
cm"3. Typical mobilities at 10oK are (2-5) xio4 cm2/
Vsec, and typical film thicknesses are 2—4 Mm.
Since it is not possible to produce cleaved end faces
on the thin films, as is normally done with bulk devices,
we have developed a photoresist etching technique to
produce Fabry-Perot cavities with nearly square ends.
The laser cavity is formed by first depositing a dumbbell-shaped mask on the PbTe film with Shipley AZ-111
photoresist. The exposed PbTe is etched away with an
HBr : Br = 10 : 1 solution in an equal volu
of water.
The photoresist is then removed and a -4000 A Pt film
is sputtered onto the ends of the dumbbell to form the
Ohmic contacts. Finally, -2000 A Pb strips 150-400
ßm wide are evaporated across the PbTe to form the
Schottky barriers. The Pb is evaporated at an anfle of
45° with respect to the film normal. This procedure
serves two p'-rpooes. It gives a better electrical connection acrod.- the sharp edge of the film on one side,
and it leaves ..he other side bare, permitting the light
J. Appl. Phyt., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 1973
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The samples are mounted with a thermal conducting
epoxy on copper plates connected directly to the cold
finger of a liquld-hellum Dewar. The plates are positioned with the dumbbell vertical, and the light emitted
within a cone of half-angle 17° centered roughly 20°
from the plane of the substrate is collected and focused
onto the entrance slit of a grating spectrometer. This
sample orientation provides maximum light collection
efficiency. The light at the exit slit is focused onto a
Ge:Au liquid-nitrogen-cooled photoconductor. For pulsed operation, the current pulses are 2 usec long at a
repetition rate of a few kHz, and boxcar integration is
used. For cw operation, the light at the entrance slit
is mechaacally chopped at 330 Hz and synchronous de- ,
tection is used.
The importance of using an etching technique to define*
the laser end reflectors is demonstrated in Fig. 8.
Here we show scanning electron microscope photographs
of the cross sections of two laser ends—one prepared
as described above, the other defined by a close-spaced
evaporation mask. The guide end for the etched sample
is normal to the substrate to within the accuracy that
we can measure it. For the other sample, however, the
guide end deviates from normal by an angle v-0. 3 rad,
which would lead to a power reflectivity for a zeroorder mode several orders of magnitude below that for
an ideal end reflector.
Normally a Schottky barrier diode is a majority-carrier device leading to the recombination of majority
carriers at the metal surface with little or no light
emission. A Pb film on p-type PbTe, however, produces an «-type inversion layer which can lead to electron injection. Nill et al. have shown that under high
forward bias this structure is apparently as efficient
at injecting minority carriers as a normal p-n junction.1718 This result is consistent wvn our estimates of
the internal quantum efficiency ?? for spontaneous emission at low temperature.10 We find in our devices a value for T) of about 1%, while the best bulk p-n junction
yield values in the range 1—5%.
B. Spontaneous emission at 77 K

Previous measurements of both photoluminescence19
and electroluminesctnce10 in PbTe indicate that the
emission arises from direct band-to-band recombination with k conservation; i.e., only near-vertical
transitions are allowed. The primary evidence for this
interpretation from our data is the observation of a
highly asymmetric line shape with a sharp cutoff at the
band gap on the low-energy side of the peak and a long
tail on the high-energy side. The impurity-banding nonfr-conservation model of Lasher and Stern20 has been
used to interpret emission from PbSe.21 However, this
model predicts a more symmetric line shape with a substantial tail extending to energies less than the band gap,
which does not give a good fit to our data. We will thus
restrict our discussion to the t-conservation model.
For PbTe this model yields the following expression for
the total spontaneous emission rate as a function of the

i
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line shape is dominated by a simple Boltzmann factor
/(£)ocexp(-EAT).

(21)

Eqs. (18) and (?-0) pr diet a vertical drop In the intensity
from its maxiPium at the band edge. Actually, this
corner will be slightly rounded owing to the residual attenuation, such as free-carrier absorption, which does
not vanish at this clergy.
We show in Fig. 9 an emission spectrum at 77 0K
along with the predicted curve. A better way of presenting the data is shown in Fig. 10 for a different sample
where we plot ln(///p,tk) vs £ above the peak. Ir both
cases, the agreement with Eq. (21) Is good. Although
the samples used for these data have carrier concentrations differing by a factor of 3, the emission line shapes
are essentially the same. In order to observe a change
in the linewidth with carrier concentration as was done
in the photoluminescence experiments," it is necessary
to use higher carrier concentraticne and higher injection levels.
E(eV)-*

FIG. 10. SemiloK plot of the spontaneous emission spectrum on
the hiRh-enerKy side of the peak. The solid line is the slope
predicted by Eq. (21). Device parameters:/>-4. 8 xlO17, d
^4.Sfim, L^400 urn.

energy E20'22:

r„(E) = A(E-Ec)infcaE-lEG^Ec)
y[i-mEc-k2E + Ev)].

(18)

where
A

4n-,^££c»^/2(w, + >»o) .

^/iW

'

?rji= 0.052 w0 is the density-of-states effective mass, 23
which is taken to be the same for both bands; Ee and
£„ are the conduction and valence band edges, respectively; Ef;- E,.- Ev is the band gap; w0 is the free-e'ectron mass: f, and /,, are the P'ermi occupation probabilities for electrons in the conduction and valence bands,
respectively, given by

/,{£)-{! ^ exp|(£-Mc)/^r
and ßc, fl, are the respective quasi-Fermi levels of the
conduction and valence bands. The dimensions of r,t(E)
are eV'1 cm'3 sec"1.

\

I

The experimentally observed spectrum [(E) will be
modified by reabsorption. The emission from each increment of volume a distance x from the exit face is attenuated by the factor expt- ax), where a is the attenuation coefficient. Integrating over x leads to a line shape
r,p(£),'«(£). However, rn{E) and a(£) are related by20

a(E)=lW [exp(^-^)-l>.,(£).

Polarization measurements of the spontaneous emission indicate that both polarizations have identical line
shapes with the TE intensity (£ in the plane of the substrate) being about a factor of 2 larger than the TM intensity. We have not been able to obtain good spontaneous emission spectra at liquid-helium temperatures.
Generally, the spectra begin to show stimulated line
narrowing at about the same current levels that produce
measurable signals through the spectrometer with sufficient resolution.
C. Laser emission at 10-15 K

/„{£) = {1 + exp[{£ - Hj/kTfr1',

:

It is important to note that the line shape predicted by
Eq. (21) in no way depends on the band parameters or
carrier concentrations. In fact it does not distinguish
electron from hole recombination. In a previous paper,
however, we presented data with the light collected
through the BaF2 substrate normal to the film ,0 For
that case the reabsorption correction is very small
since the light has, on the average, a very short path
length through the film. The emission spectrum is
broader than it is here, and Eq. (IP) with the appropriate effective mass and carrier concentration must be
used to fit the data.

(20)

At 77 0K for the range of carrier concentrations and injection levels we are considering, we find that the factor of 1 in Eq. (20) can be neglected compared with the
exponential. Thus, for our experimental conditions, the

Lasing was first observed in these films under pulsed conditions at 12 "K v^'.h a threshold current of several hundred millamperes for a typical device—a typical
device being 400 p.m wide and 4 Mm thick with p * 1011
cm"3. Our bnst diodes now läse with a threshold current
of a ftw tens of milliamperes. The primary improvement wt have made ie the use of the photoresist etching
technique to define the laser cavity. We have also done
some preliminary studies which indicate that the laser
performance can be improved by postgrowth annealing
at ~350oC in a Te atmosphere, which increases the
carrier concentration to the high 1017 or low 1018 range.
Besides increasing the carrier concentration and mobility, the annealing apparently improves the quantum
efficiency.
An example of the cw laser emission from one of our
annealed samples is shown in Fig. 11. This device is
2.4 Mm thick with a cavity length L = 400 Mm. The
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IO*K

30mA dc

lOOmAdc

6 30

634

638

X (microns)
FIG. 11. Laser emission at 10°K for an annealed sample. The
upper trace is near the laser threshold. The linewidths u each
case are spectrometer resolution limited. The lower tracf has
twice the resolution, and the signal level is 40xlargei tl.an in
the upper trace. Each set of four arrows is drawn with an 80A spacing. The peak in the upper trace coincides with the
second arrow from the left-hand side. Device parameters:
/»«lO18 cm-3, d = 2.4 (im L-400nni.

laser threshold is about 30 mA, corresponding to the
upper trace in Fig. 11. The widths of all the lines in
the figure are spectrometer resolution limited. The
100-mA trr?ce shows a complicated mode spectrum with
seven discernible modes. The four at longer wavelengths show a common mode spacing of -80 A. The
three renaming modes do not appear to show a common
spacing. However, if we insert the 30-mA peak position
into the mode pattern at 100 mA, then we again have a
set of four modes with an 80-Ä spacing as indicated by
the arrows in Fig. 11.
Using the mode spacing formula for a plane-wave
Fabry-Perot cavity, the effective refractive index n,ff
= n- X(d«/rfA), corresponding to the data in Fig. 11,
would be 6.3. Actually, the different waveguide modes
will have different effective indices, and we should take
this into account. The mode effective indices will always be less than the film effective index. Thus, the
use of the plane-wave Fabry-Perot formula will underestimate n,ff for the film. For example, if we assume
a TE0 mode for the data in Fig. 11, then n(fr would be
6.4 instead of 6.3. We have observed effective ii.^es
in some films as large as 8. Such a .vide spread in this
quantity is not surprising, however, if one considers
the large dispersion in N2(A) near the band edpe in PbTe
reported by Zemel et al.u at low temperatu.es.
The observation of two or three separate sets of
Fabry-Perot spaced modes occurs in most devices at
currents well above threshold. The reason for this is
not clear. It could be due to inhomogenities in the film
or on the surface which produce laser filaments in the
transverse direction.

4998

All of the laser lines shown in Fig. 11 are polarized
-100% (± 5%) with the electric vector in the plane of the
substrate, indicating pure TE modes. In fact, we have
measured the polarization of 30—40 modes in several
different diodes and have invariably found them to be
TE polarized, although occasionally the polarization is
only 60-80% TE. The observation of modes which are
only partially polarized may be another indication of
filamentation, since any strong confinement in the direction along the film will lead to modes with mixed TEM
polarization. The only cavity property that strongly
favnrs TE modes is the surface scattering loss; thus our
results would suggest that this loss mechanism is the
dominant one in establishing the laser threshold.
In most samples we observe two prominent laser
lines with a separation that is large compared with the
cavity mode spacing. This feature usually occurs well •
above threshold and often only under pulsed conditions.
One example is shown by the separation between the two
dominant modes in the lower trace in Fig. 11. Another
example is shown in Fig. 12 for a different sample.
T
he small splitting of the longer-wavelength modes in
this figure is the cavity mode spacing. We have interpreted the large splitting as arising from a strain-induced shift of the energy bands.
The thermal expansion coefficient of the substrai is
less than that of the film. This means that at low temperature'- the film will appear stretched in the plane of
the substrate, the (111) ^iane, and compressed in the direction normal to it. This deformation will partially
remove the degeneracy of the various conduction and
valence bands. Since the band gap in the Pb salts is at
the zone boundary in the [lllj direction, the bands
which are oriented along [lllj will shift differently from
those along [ill], [ill], and [111], which remain
degenerate.
To estimate the difference between the band gap at
(111) and that at the other three points, we will assume
the deformation of the crystal to be equivalent to that
produced by a stress S applied uniformly in the directions parallel to the (111) plane. For this stress configuration, the strain tensor Cu in the coordinate system with the z' axis in the [ill] direction will be diagonal with nonzero components: €u= €M= (sn + s'iz)s and
€3'3 = 2s3iS' where sj are the elastic compliance cony
stants in the primed coordinate system. This description is, of course, not exact since the actual strain will
vary over the thickness of the film. In a thin film, however, we can consider the strain values to be averaged
over the thickness. Once the strain tensor is known,
the shift of any band edge can be determined by AE
-Dijttn where the D^ are the appropriate components
of the deformation potential tensor. ^ After transforming f.'{j into the coordinate system with the cubic crystal
axes and using the expressions for D(i given by
McMullin,88 we tafl that the difference between the two
band gaps in PbTe can be wiitten in the form

bEr=

SSkSUliJ

»fi 4e'

(eV),

,22)

where t^ is the strain in the [ill] direction, &,. and (3„
are the off-diagonal elements of the deformation potential tensor for the conduction and valence bands, re-
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tlon volume, and V the internal quantum efficiency.
Thus, the least-known parameter in Eq. (23) is the surface scattering loss, "ind our aim will be to use estimates of the other quantities to determine it.

PbTe
1=9.5^
1= 250mA (pulsed)

6-

1

■

0
6^2

J
646

V
\

J

V ,

650

65'".

656

X(microns)-»FIG. 12. Pulsed laser omissk.r at 9.30K in an unannealoti
sample. The large splittinK is ruuKhly 1.4 meV. Devicf
parameters:/i 1. 6 ^lO1, cm"1, rl^2.iiim. L 4(H) ßm.

spectively, and the c,, are the standard elastic stiffness
constants. We have used the numerical values for these
constants summarized in Ref. 26. Oi r experimental
value of the energy gap difference is ^£r, = 1.4 meV
± 301, corresponding to a strain «^ = - 2.2 x 10"4.
Recently, Hohnke has measured the temperature dependence of the strain component «^ for similarly grown
PbSe films on BaF2 substrates.27 He finds that at 77"K
e'3 = - 3. 3x 10'4± 10%, which is fairly close to the value
w.' would predict from the emission spectra for PbTe.
This result is not surprising, however. Since the thermal expansion coefficients for PbTe and PbSe an- nearly equal, we would expect the low-temperature strains
in the two materials to be similar.
IV. THRESHOLD ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

-Ca(£j = (;afc+aJ + L-llnR-

(23)

where afc is the free-carrier absorption, a( is the surface scattering loss, G is the gain enhancement factor,
L is the cavity length, R is the power reflectivity, and
a(Em) is the maximum plane-w?ve gain coefficient given
by Eqs. (18) and (20). Under lasing conditions a{Em)
will, of course, be negative. The free-carrier and reflection losses can be estimated reasonably well, but
the surface scattering loss a, involves an unknown scaling parameter, the variance of the surface height. On
the other hand, the maximum gain coefficient a(£ J can
be related to the threshold current in the diode by

It = (eV/r,)Jrn(E)dE,

Normally Eq. (24) is written with the current density
j on the left-hand side and the minority-carrier diffusion length on the right-hand side. That way of expressing the j-vB-a(Em) relation is appropriate for a bulk
p n junction with the current flow uniformly and Wi mal
to the junction plane. In our diodes the current flow is
ncnuniform with components both normal and transverse to the junction plane. To make the problem tractable, we will make two simplifying assumptions: First,
we assume that electron injection occurs predominantly
at the edge of the Pb film. This should be a good apiroximation at high injection when the junction voltage
if, large compared with kT/e, since the voltage drop
along the film will substantial/ reduce the injection
away from the Pb edge nearest the Pt contact. Second,
we assume that the electron distribution is uniform in
the 2 and % directions and spread out by the diffusion
lenpth in the v direction. This should be a good approximation at low temperatures where the minority-carrier
diffusion length Ln is roughly an order of magnitude
greater than the film thickness. Our entire analysis of
the waveguiding properties implicitly assumes that lasing begins not in the region covered by the Pb film, but
in the region adjacent to it. This will certainly be the
case near threshold where the additional losses of the
metal film would preclude lasing in that region. Thu ■
the recombination volume V is a rectangular region
with thickness d, width L„, and length L. The accepted
value for the minority-carrier diffusion length in Pbsalt lasers is roughly 20 Mm,5,6 but we will take L„
■ 40 Mm since the carriers can diffuse in both the plus
and minus y directions.
In the spirit of our approximate treatment we will use
a simplified expression for estimating the optical gain
at threshold rathe? than the integral relation (24). This
simple expression can be written in the form82
-a{Em)=ItmzczKi/eVnlyElAE ,

In this section, we present an analysis of the gain and
loss parameters which characterize the laser threshold. The analysis will necessarily be very crude since
we have no way of independently measuring the various
contributions separately. The threshold condition we
can write in the form

(24)

where I, is the threshold current, V is the recombina-

]
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(25)

where y is the "demerit" factor and AE is a measure of
the spontaneous linewidth. We have found that using
yAE = 4.3 meV in Eq, (25) leads to a value which is always within about 20% of the value calculated from
Eq. (24) for a particular threshold condition. The quantum efficiency was measured previously to be about 1%
for unannealed samples.l0
In Table I we show typical threshold data for four
PbTe lasers. The threshold current is determined by
examing both the emission spectrum and the variation

TABLK1 . Thre shold characteristics for tKn-fllm PbTe diode lasers.
a
Sample Film Cavity Thresh- -a&J afr
L-1 infl-' a,
(c-n-1)
(cm-1) (cm-1)
thick- lenjfth old
(cm-1) (urn)
ness
llim)
current
(urn)
(A)
242-3b
272-la
299-:<d
M7-3a

4.5
3.2
2.8
2.4
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MM*.

400
400
400
180

0.17
0.41
0.18
0.13

59
200
100
188

6.2
1.2
1
1.3

12
10
9.6
20

41
189
90
167

0.052
0.059
0.032
0.033

mm

5000

5000
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of the light Intensity with current. The uncertainty in
this determination is about 10?,. The optical gain is calculated from Eq. (25) with 7)= 1% and yAE = 4. 3 meV.
The free-carrier absorption coefficient is calculated
from"

txtx*

(26)

where me=0.032wJ is the conductivity effective mass20;
p and ß„ are the hole carrier concentration and mobility, respectively, which are measured for each device,
and c0 is the free-space dielectric constant. The reflection loss is determined from Fig. 3 by assum'ig a TK0
mode. The surface scattering loss is determined from
the threshold condition (25) by using a gain enhancement
factor of unity. The value of a is calculated from Fig. 5,
again by assuming a TE0 mode. In every case a, is the
dominant loss contribution. This is consistent with the
observed strong preference for TE modes. The values
for (T given in Table I should be considered as upper limits since we have probably overestimated the carrier
confinement by the assumption of a line source of injection and there may indeed be other losses which we have
overlooked. In the absence of an experimental verification of the surface loss theory and its applicability to our
films, it is more appropriate to view <r as a phenomenological parameter characterizing the surface loss,
rather than a true measure of the variance of the surface
height.
Anne?' d samples show a factor of 3- 5 lower threshold curi .its than unanr ealed ones. Presumably this results from an increase in 17, in which case the predicted
values of a for those samples would again be the same
magnitude as those shown in Table I. Annealing also
produces a shift of about 2% of the laser emission to
higher energies. An example of this shift can be seen by
comparing Figs. 11 and 12. The shift arises from the
increase in carrier concentration. With higher hole concentrations, higher energy transitions are alloved.
These transitions involve a larj; rt density of states than
those closer tu the band edges and thus will tend to be
favored for lasing.
The primary conclusion we can draw from this
threshold analysis is that there are large losses in addition to free-carrier and reflection losses which are important in deternJning the laser threshold. Significant
improvements in the laser performance can be expected
if these losses are reduced. Coupled with the increased
quantum efficiency from annealing, laner thresholds as
low as 1 mA should be attainable in our devices. In
addition a high-t,ain single-pass optical amplifier could
be made by eliminating the end reflectors and adding input and output grsting couplers at the ends of the active
region.
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